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Class PersonalMotivation ():

• I’m a relatively intuition driven person, keen on associative thinking
• A drive to understand the world around me

• Questioning whether the world is indeed understood with 0’s and 1’s?

• Questioning whether with infinite control over variables and parameters, the 
world could be predicted?

• What is the value of (scientific) intuition?

• Programming as a means of structuring associative thinking/chaos
• A “perfect world of 0’s and 1’s” which you could control

• Discovery of the inner Nerd -> affinity to the topic
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Class MainTopic():

• Machine Learning, Leisure & Leisure studies
• The role and position ML could take in the field of leisure studies

• The impact on our field

• The main concept Machine Learning is used loosely and includes 
commonly associated terms such as Big Data, Data Science, Artificial 
Intelligence, Robotization that pervade our societies (either as a 
promise, or a reality) both in media and social life.
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Class MainTopicSource():

• Stems from:
• Problems I encountered during the development of a sociology/consumer 

behavior course 

• The possibility that ML will become as natural to us as current research 
methods we use

• The (promised) impact it will have on our society and conceptualization of 
work and leisure

• A lack of discussion of these very topics in our own curriculum (this is 
currently changing and apparently ML is being mentioned in a number of 
courses))
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Class MainTopicWarranty():

• Ideally two or three separate presentations, but this was all done on 
borrowed time & the help of Medeea Anton

• The presentation only raises questions & does not really provide answers.

• Also, I currently have no plans/ideas of what I am going to do with this info 
myself. I simply thought it was both relevant and interesting to discuss this 
with you. 

• Finally, I am far from an expert and pretty intimidated by what I have read 
so far.

• In short: take what I will say with a touch of ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ / ‘Je ne sais quoi’.
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Class WhatToExpect ():
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Class ConsumerBehavior ():

• Consumer behavior
• How to predict behavior of consumers of leisure?
• How are we positioned towards scarce resources?

• Rojek (2006) 
• Emplacement = humans are positioned towards scarce resources via 
• Institutionalized scripts = formal and informal rules (norms, institutions), etc.

• At the same time Rojek (2006) uses the term
• Edgework = people purposefully explore the boundaries of what is expected of them.

• Rojek (2006) argues we have two basic paradigms to study consumer 
behavior.
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Class StructuralismFail? ():

• Rojek (2006) argues structuralist approaches to consumer behavior are 
becoming less meaningful. They are very Cartesian in origin (= view of man 
was that was independent, stable integrated mind and body) and do not 
include the notion of edgework.

• For example testing hypotheses derived from Bourdieu (1984) were tested 
by a.o. Peterson & Kern (1996) and suddenly coined the term ‘omnivores’.

• Rojek (2006) questions whether every woman behaves in a similar fashion. 
When we look outside into the world, we see an enormous amount of 
diversity in behaviour.

• In short: are age, income, gender, level of education, etcetera as predictive 
‘as they used to be’. Are the so-called ‘institutionalized scripts’ regulating 
our behaviour as much as they used to? E.g. can we expect students to be  
students full-time? Scripts are changing and have always been changing.
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Class PostStructuralismFail? ():

• Rojek (2006) argues that in post-structuralism, the linearity and unity of 
self is rejected in favour of a more liquid perspective in the context and 
change over a person’s life. 
• Individuals are put into a context, their lives and choices become personal histories, 

which cannot be generalized outside their context as they become meaningless.

• Rojek (2006) concludes that
• the old Cartesian perspective is indeed too rigorous and simplistic (e.g. you cannot 

treat all women, students, Moroccans, people earning 3k a month, alike)

• the post-structuralists, however, are turning the study of identity almost into a 
biographical study. Everyone is different. (There are as many cultures as there are 
people.)
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Class WhatNow?():
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Class WhatNow1? ():

• Solution?

• A better paradigm!
• Rojek (2006) hints at identity forms and practices, which leave traces that are 

coherent, continuous and require collective repositioning of actors. Example: 
the role as father. But even that role has changed to a certain degree.

• I agree that there must be “constants” active beneath these changes. These 
constants (which are not constants at all, but itself results of interactions with 
the environment) are evolutionary in origin and define how we behave and 
make choices given a cultural and institutional context. 

This venue, however, I park in favour of a second solution. One aimed 
at the methodology we use to classify and predict.
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Class WhatNow2? ():

• Solution?

• Machine Learning
• Solomon (2017), like Rojek (2006), argues that both structuralist and post-

structuralist approaches are dominant the field of consumer behavior. 
Solomon (2017), however, strongly urges students to look into Machine 
Learning as he argues ‘it is the future of Consumer behavior studies’.
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Class MachineLearning? ():

• Machine learning (ML) Allowing computers to learn for themselves 
without explicitly being programmed (Ransom, 2017)
• Postal systems: Who reads the handwriting on envelopes?

• AI versus human players: Go, Chess, DotA, Starcraft, and the list will go on

• Home assistance appliance & voice assistants: Siri, Alexa, Cortana

• Clinical psychology: Predicting Risk of Suicide (Walsh et al., 2017)

• ML is a subset of artificial intelligence that addresses the question of 
how to build computers that improve automatically through 
experience (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015)
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Class MLAlgorithms ():

• Seek to organize complex datasets in terms of some attribute there is 
particular interest in (= classification)

• Looks for regularities in the database that will allow it to build a 
decision tree

• Focus on Function Approximation Problems
• Task is embodied in a function

• Given an input, a label must be outputted

• Learning problem is to improve the accuracy of the function

Source: Jordan & Mitchell (2015)
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Class SupervisedLearning? ():

• Most widely used machine learning method

• The machine is first given a set of examples showing the right labels 
associated with a number of inputs

• This allows it to form predictions for upcoming inputs

• The goal is to produce a label for each future input

Source: Jordan & Mitchell (2015)
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Class SupervisedLearning? ():

• Consist of input layer → one or more 
hidden layers → output layer

• They are not programmed with task-
specific rules = they learn how to 
recognize things based on previous 
examples

• They do not have previous knowledge on 
the objects they are shown, they identify 
characteristics based on examples

Source: Bermúdez (2014)
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Class SupervisedLearning? ():

• Each artificial neuron has a weight

• This weight adjusts with the learning 
process, leading to some characteristics 
being more important to the 
determination process than others

• The output is computed by a network-
specific function using the sum of its 
results from each node

Source: Bermúdez (2014)
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Class UnSupervisedLearning? ():

• Deep training algorithms

• Discover useful representation of the input without labeled training 
data

• Consists of multiple hidden layers in an artificial neural network

• Tries to model how the human brain processes sound and light into 
hearing and vision

Source: Jordan & Mitchell (2015); Lee, Grosse, Ranganath, & Ng (2009)
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Class ExampleBoth ():

• Supervised learning = dependent variable
• Used primarily for prediction

Source: Ransom (2017)
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Class ExampleBoth ():

• Unsupervised learning = no dependent variable
• Used primarily to reduce large datasets (e.g. detect partitions in data / 

Reduce dimensionality of data)

Source: Ransom (2017)
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Class WhereAreWe?():
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Class MLAsATool? ():

• ML is useful in the social sciences for two reasons:
• It can help us with classifications.

• It can help with predictions.

• Is it, however, useful to analyze causality?
• This seems to be more difficult according to Ransom (2017)

• Personally I need to understand this better in order to say more 
meaningfull things about this.
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Class MLAsAToolInPractice ():

• Example from a ‘Microsoft 
Professional Program for Data 
Science’. Goal to build a model that 
predicts poverty rates by County in 
the USA.

• Picture: MS Azure Machine 
Learning Service which was used to 
create the model 
(https://studio.azureml.net/)

• Train, Score, Evaluate Model
• Goal to create a model that had the 

lowest Root-mean-square error 
(RMSE) score.
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Class MLAsAToolInPractice ():

• Access to tools is quite easy in general.

• Using them is another thing:
• Requires knowledge of statistics

• Programming languages such as Python

• Familiarity with R

• But as you could see, there are other tools as well.
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Class MLForStudents? ()

• It is very likely that these tools will become more accessible

• Jobs for data scientists

• What will our competitors do?

• What does someone at vocational/academic level need to know?
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Class WhereAreWe?():
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Class MLHasNoLimits? ():

• Quite the contrary, it is a methodological tool that suffers from the 
same weaknesses as any statistical tool.

Sampling and generalizability

• Example of ‘Overfitting’. A neural 
network is learning to do regression.
As you can see it fits training data 
almost perfectly, but is possibly 
helpless in the real world.

• Source: approximately_wrong (2019)
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Class MLHasLimits ():

• In a BBC news article (Ghosh, 2019) Allen warns scientists using ML 
that if they do not improve their techniques, they would be wasting 
time and, usually, money. The datasets are very expensive and the 
problem is similar to what we saw in the previous slide.

• Patterns are found, but they exist only in the data.

• Allen calls this the ‘Reproducibility crisis’ 

• Can be overcome by using proper techniques and methodological 
principles that are also important in traditional methods.
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Class WhereAreWe?():
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Class MLHasLimits ():

• Another limit is that ML allows us to classify and predict, but does it 
help us to explain?

• What is hidden in the neural nodes? This is not visible to us!

• (Is it the ultimate post-modern research tool?)

• If you want to explain, want to understand these patterns and 
outcomes, you need to use inductive, often qualitative, techniques.
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Class WhereAreWe?():
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Class IHaveLimits ():

• Will ML, Robotization, AI, etc. redefine work/labor?
• It will not solely impact lower jobs.

• How will we earn money?

• How will this impact our societies? Leisure?

• Food for thought, but important and relevant, because it could 
redefine leisure as we know it.
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